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Here are some of the Secrets youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll discover with Quantum Runes:How to apply Quantum

Physics to Create Your PERFECT Reality.How to attract anything you want in your life.How to

improve your health without Drugs.How to Find your LIFE PURPOSE and live it to the fullest and

greatest way!How to be Highly Attractive and Desirable to members of the opposite sex.How to go

after ANY DREAM you have and Fulfill it to the FULLEST EXTENT.Discover what the Matrix of

Reality is and how you can Transcend the Rules and DO things that are Impossible for Most

People!How to use the Magic Keys of the universe to create your perfect reality, and be all that you

truly desire to be now.How to use your Mind Powers to influence the physical world and greatly

Attract abundance, love and freedom to you!How to follow the universal laws and create exactly

what you want in your life.How to keep everything on track using an ancient quality control sytem.I

know this sounds like a bunch of hype youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve all heard before! The Law of Attraction; just

think it and it will come to you. YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve all tried The Secret and got nothing, right?You got

nothing because you didnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have a quality control system. You spread all your energies in

so many different directions they simply faded away.That quality control system is the ancient

Runes. Combine the Law of Attraction, Quantum physics and this ancient quality control system

together and you have a winning strategy for creating what you want in life.DonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t let

chance control you! Take control now with Quantum Runes!
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Ok, this is an interesting book for sure. It has one of the best, most lucid descriptions of Quantum

reality that I have read. The author knows the subject well and explains it brilliantly. The next section

moves on to a description of the Runes and then a couple of spreads for reading them which is all

good if you want to use them in a similar way as Tarot. To see the forces and energies that are

around you and some of the possibilities that exist at that time. There is a Table of Rune meanings

with good descriptions and more importantly a ritual designed for each one.However, there is no

connecting thread of instruction what to do with all this information unless you just want to do a

Rune reading and read the result. If you do a past, present future reading what purpose are the

rituals? That is not explained anywhere that I could see and to be honest that is where the book falls

down and is imo the most powerful part of the process. The best tool unexplainedI practice magick

and as such I am interested in results/change that are manifested including both middle world (the

physical plane) and spiritual/internal alchemy. I want to activly co-create my future. If you

understand evocation and invocation and the quantum material at the start of this book and THEN

use the rituals of the particular Rune(s) that you want to work with to achieve a desired result you

have a great new tool set. Warning, As the author states these Runes on their own are symbols but

the powers and forces they represent are incredibly powerful and if you do use them, treat them with

respect and love and use your inner guidance which ones to use and when. If you seek power over

others you will enslave yourself. Be humble and walk with the gods.Overall a good read for the

Quantum worldview and good Rune descriptions and rituals. If you can use those then it's worth it. If

you are a total beginner to all this and need lots of guidance to connect the dots then probably not

the best book for you imo.

interesting

This was a great how-to manual of crafting runes-with-a-purpose. I hadn't ever heard or read such a

powerful description or plan for runes. One could easily adopt it for sigils, too.Any cons? Some of

the rune descriptions don't specifically match up with many resources I own, so read them with care.



I've worked with runes a long time they are bar none the best magical amulets I have ever used this

book will put a fresh perspective on them and a different explanation for how they work.

This is a very interesting read.

If you want some info on how to more effectively use the Law of Attraction, this book may help

some.If you're interested in anything to do with the RunesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•forget it. He not only

doesn't know the meaningsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•or as I prefer to refer to it, the

energiesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•of the Runes, he doesn't even know what they ARE, let alone how to use

them.

I personally know the author, and what he says is right on the money. So if you want to change your

life, and create it to be the way you want it to be, then take action and read Lees' book. It will help

you. Lee is an honest, caring, hard working individual who lives life on his terms. Now you can too.

IF you take action.

Great cover and title, yet did not impress me at all. I was expecting a lot more. Waste of money.
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